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The Japanese version of Gakuen Hetalia has an English patch released in 2017. This patch is a translation
patch only, and not an official English translation, as it is not approved by Kousik Saharaneni for official
English translation. You will probably want to use this patch for the DS version, if you find it to be useful.

The Westernized version of Gakuen Hetalia released in 2017 contains an English Patch, along with an
official English translation. This is a complete translation, and you can enjoy every bit of the English that

was stripped from the original Japanese game. Please note: This is not an officially licensed patch or
translation of this game. It is not legal to use this patch, nor do I make any money from this project. This
is a fan-made patch by me, and I have no affiliation with the Gakuen Hetalia franchise or the publishers
of this game, which is published by Xseed Games/Sentai Filmworks. I have permission to put this patch

on the Internet under a Creative Commons license, so you are free to modify and share it. Gakuen
Hetalia English Patch Download (English, Lit: Doa!), or sometimes simply called English Patch) is a fan-
made English patch for Gakuen Hetalia, Kantai Collection, and Senran Kagura. It was released in August

2017. On the English Patch page on the DLwiki, you can find some information and an English Patch
download link. It is only for PSP, so maybe it is useless to you if you're looking for an English version of

Gakuen Hetalia Portable. Please note: This is not an officially licensed patch or translation of this game. It
is not legal to use this patch, nor do I make any money from this project. This is a fan-made patch by me,

and I have no affiliation with the Gakuen Hetalia franchise or the publishers of this game, which is
published by Xseed Games/Sentai Filmworks.
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now this is what a leak should be! we finally have a localized, full english patch for love plus and
otometeki koi kakumei! i should mention that this is not officially released information. the reason i
say this is because that i am not sure if this patch will be released. as you might have noticed, the

previous link i had up here provided a "." next to the english patch. the current versions of the
patches for otometeki koi kakumei, love plus, and ghr, however, do not have any kind of "." next to
the patches. game content: for all available characters, see their individual sections below. manga
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